JOHN E. ALLEN, INC.
JEA 1A24 - AUTOMOTIVE
<01/95>
[u-bit #19200147]
1324-2-4
23:00:09 1) MLS chauffeur in right seat of limousine driving with another
-23:00:31 man up to mansion, MS other man getting out of auto and going
in to mansion...then chauffeur driving away (1929)

(S) Auto: 20s -1-

23:00:39 2) limousine pulling up to curb, wealthy woman getting out as
-23:01:09 African-American chauffeur opens door, chauffeur getting back
into auto and driving away (1929)

(S) Auto: 20s -3-

23:01:12 3) chauffeur in limousine pulling up to curb
-23:01:14 (1926)

(N) Auto: Limousines

23:01:22 4) man in hat getting into white Pierce Arrow and pulling away
-23:01:31 from curb while another man in background comes out of house
surrounded by many trees (1927)

(N) Auto: 1927-29

1324-1-5
23:01:40 1) classic autos in auto show - CS front view of grill and headlights
-23:03:21 of auto, man sitting in auto in show room, another auto, CS
working engine, animated family of mannequins in early auto,
man reading newspaper as woman talks salesman next to auto
in showroom, man leading woman away before she buys an auto
(1932)

(N) Auto: Show

23:03:24 2) Model T auto pulling up and parking at curb just as chauffeur in
(S) Auto: 30s -2-23:03:50 limousine pulls up just ahead and also parks at curb, man from
Model T auto getting out and admiring limousine as chauffeur gets
out from drivers seat, sign on building in background: “New England
Cleaners And Dyers”
23:03:51 3) many limousines with chauffeurs and Model A autos along Fifth
-23:04:24 Avenue (1929)

(N) Auto: Limousines
[also see 1R01
01:25:39-01:26:12]

23:04:42 4) wealthy woman coming out of mansion toward chauffeur standing (S) Auto: 30s -2-23:05:00 next to limousine, CS chauffeur helping woman carrying bunch of
flowers into back seat, woman taking out one flower from bunch,
smelling it and placing it in container next to door of auto, chauffeur
getting into drivers seat on right side
1A24 -2-

JOHN E. ALLEN, INC.
23:05:03 5) “Auto Show - Motor Industries In Parade Of 1941”
(S) Auto: 1940s
-23:06:18 - various classic cars on display - HA woman in convertible as
roof opens and folds into back of auto, three women sitting
in front seat of auto as front end opens up to reveal operation of
engine, two women sitting in auto with outer covering removed,
CS legs of one woman pushing down on accelerator then CS open
view of inside of part of engine in operation, two women sitting in
convertible with head lights moving back into auto as head light doors
close, CS doors opening and head lights moving back out to operating
position then moving back into car as eye lid type doors close,
OVERHEAD view of top of convertible opening to side revealing
mannequins sitting in front and back seats [RKO-Pathe News]
1324-3-1
23:06:31 1) LS show room with many cars, <black>, line of people walking,
LS people entering building with sign: “1954 Motorama”,
people standing around revolving display of white futuristic
experimental test car with turbine engine in shape of jet airplane,
narrator holding up boy to see over spectators, CS revolving
“Firebird” white car, CS boy, car display sinking as stage show
with women dancing “Motorettes” in costumes begins, Chevrolet
Bel-Air car onto stage amongst dancers, CS spectators watching,
Pontiac Star Chief revolving on stage, CS woman wearing
eyeglasses watching, Oldsmobile Holiday revolving on stage, CS
man watching, Buick Skylark revolving on stage, CS woman with
baby watching, Cadillac 60 Special revolving on stage, boy in
“Engineering” section operating and watching exhibits explaining
new scientific developments in cars, woman in car demonstrating
how front seat moves back and forth

(S) Auto: Show GM
(1953) “Going
Places” - Pos Color Print #1
[sound -narration]

23:11:10
-23:12:15

women demonstrating Frididaire’s “Kitchen Of The Future”

23:12:42

boy getting into convertible, pretending to drive, various models of
dream cars on turntables with women models wearing gowns, men and
women with candelabras dancing on stage

-23:15:15

23:15:22 ) “Flanders” - autos being loaded onto train and runbys of same
-23:17:35 autos (early)

[see same kitchen
with different
demonstration
on T.O.18
18:35:34-18:36:33]

(S) Preservation Neg. 2355.1-5
[also see 1X88
17:14:31-17:14:40]

